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DECIDABILITY PROBLEMS FOR ADELE RINGS AND
RELATED RESTRICTED PRODUCTS
JAMSHID DERAKHSHAN AND ANGUS MACINTYRE†
Abstract. We study elementary equivalence of adele rings and decidability
for adele rings of general number fields. We prove that elementary equivalence
of adele rings (of two number fields) implies isomorphism of the adele rings.
1. Introduction
In [3],[4], technology from the classic paper [6] by Feferman-Vaught is combined
with the classic work of Ax-Kochen-Ersov to give quantifier eliminations for certain
rings which are restricted products of certain Henselian fields with respect to their
valuations. There are corresponding decidability results, but no systematic study
of decidability problems. The theory applies to all adele rings AK over number
fields, but applies to many other related structures. There are serious problems
in determining what is special, model-theoretically, about the adele rings AK .
The decidability of AK , where K is a number fied, has been known since
Weispfenning [13], but there have been no explicit discussion of axioms or uni-
formity (in K). This is rectified in the present paper.
[6] applies to a huge range of structures associated to products of structures.
”Associated” typically means definable or interpretable in the appropriate product
structure. For us in [3],[4] the main examples were the adele rings of number fields,
and there we combined the very general quantifier-elimination of [6] with classi-
cal model-theoretic work on Henselian fields, and classic model-theoretic work on
Boolean algebras (Tarski, Feferman-Vaught) to get purely ring-theoretic elimina-
tion theory in the adele rings and set some foundations for adelic measures and
integrals in adele geometry. In [3] extensions of the Boolean results of Tarski-
Feferman-Vaught that we proved in [5] were applied to get elimination theory in a
language stronger than the ring language in relation to reciprocity laws in number
theory. We paid little attension to decidability, and we now turn to this aspect,
where [6] provides very powerful results.
Among the problems considered below are:
(i) Decidability of the individual AK , K a number field,
(ii) Uniform decidability of the class of all AK ,
(iii) Isomorphism and elementary equivalence for adele rings.
2. The generalized product of Feferman-Vaught
For applications to decidability it is useful to spell out the essential data of the
generalized product construction.
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Item 1 The first-order language LBoolean of Boolean algebras, with signature
{∧,∨,¬, 0, 1}.
Item 2 For sets I, the atomic Boolean algebras Pow(I), the powerset of I.
Item 3 An expansion LBoolean+ of LBoole.
A crucial example is got by adding a unary predicate Fin(x), to be interpreted
in Pow(I) by the ideal of finite subsets of I.
Item 4 A first-order language L disjoint from LBoolean+.
Item 5 Let F be a family (Mi)i∈I of L-structures and
∏
i∈I Mi the product.
Let Θ(w1, . . . , wk) be an L-formula. Then, for f0, . . . , fk ∈
∏
i∈I Mi, we define
[[θ(f0, . . . , kk)]] = {i ∈ I : Mi |= θ(f0(i), . . . , fk(i)}.
For (Mi)i∈I fixed, we have the function [[Θ]] from (
∏
i∈I Mi)
k+1 to Pow(I) given
by
[[Θ]](f0, . . . , fk) = [[Θ(f0, . . . , fk)]].
This observation is just to stress the functorial nature of the construction.
Item 6 (Continuing from Item 5) If Ψ(v0, . . . , vk) is an LBoole+-formula, and
θ¯ = (θ0(w0, . . . , wk−1), . . . , θn(w0, . . . , wk−1)),
we define Ψ(θ¯) as the k-ary relation on
∏
i∈I Mi consisting of the (f0, . . . , fk−1)
such that
Pow(I)+ |= Ψ([[θ0(f0, . . . , fk−1)]], . . . , [[θn(f0, . . . , fk−1)]]).
Note that Ψ(θ¯) is well-defined provided Ψ has arity n, each θi has arity k, and θ¯
has length n. If LBoole+ and L are computably given, then the pairs (Ψ, θ¯) with
Ψ(θ¯) well-defined are computably given.
Item 7 (Continuing Item 6) Expand L by all k-ary relations Ψ(θ¯) as above.
This gives an expansion LBoole+ of L. Note that is this independent of Pow(I)+.
However, from Pow(I)+ we get an LBoole+-structure on the product
∏
i∈I Mi.
Item 8 The big theorem is that as LBoole+-structure
∏
i∈I Mi has quantifier-
elimination, and moreover computably (if LBoole+ amd L are given computably).
In [6] the results are stated a bit differently, in terms of acceptable and parti-
tioning sequences. This makes the proofs a bit more direct, but the two formalisms
are effectively equivalent.
Item 9 The preceding now yields powerful preservation theorems. The first
yields a preservation result for elementary equivalence. One starts as usual with
with fixed LBoole+ and L, and a set I. Two families of L-structures (Mi)i∈I and
(Ni)i∈I are given, withMi ≡ Ni for all i as L-structures. Then
∏
i∈I Mi ≡
∏
i∈I cNi
as LBoole+-structures (cf. [6], Theorem 5.1, page 76).
Item 10. (Notation as preceding) Suppose Mi → Ni are elementary, then
(easily)
∏
i∈I hi :
∏
i∈I Mi →
∏
i∈I Ni is an L
Boole+-embedding, and is LBoole+-
elementary (cf. [6], Theorem 5.2, page 77).
Item 11. Let S be a fixed class of LBoole+-structures on some Pow(I) (maybe
a single I, maybe several). Let C be a class of L-structures, and B an LBoole+-
structure (in S, which is understood), living on Pow(I). Let (Mi)i∈I be a family
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of structures from C. Then one defines P((Mi)i∈I ,B) as the generalized product
defined earlier (in Item 7).
We write P(C,B) for the class of all auch products.
Item 12. (Continue notation) This concerns Theorem 5.6 of [6].
Theorem 2.1. [6, Theorem 5.6] If S is decidable and C is decidable, then so is
P(C,B).
This is extremely powerful, when combined with method of interpretations.
3. Decidability Theorems for Restricted Products
Here L is the language of rings. LBoole+ is got from L by adding a unary
predicate Fin(x), which is intended, in structures Powerset(I) to stand for the
filter of finite sets. It has long been known that if I1 and I2 are infinite, ,then
(Powerset(I1), F in) ≡ (Powerest(I2), F in), while for finite I the theory of (Powerset(I), F in)
is of course just the theory of the finite Powerset(I). An explicit set of axioms
(axioms for atomic Boolean algebras) is known. This set is recursive and its com-
plete extensions is given by the min(card(I),∞). The theory of atomic Boolean
algebras is decidable, and have a simple uniform quantifier elimination.
For infinite I, these will be our main example of B’s. The class C of L-structures
we study will be subclasses of the class of all finite extensions of the fields Qp as
p varies, together with C and R. The latter class is not known to be decidable,
though the class of all Qp together with C and R is decidable by deep work of Ax
[1] (supplemented by classical work of Tarski, see [10]).
So if we take C0 to be the class consisting of each Qp and R, then P(C0,B)
is decidable by Feferman-Vaught [6]. This result is of no particular interest, but
leads to more dramatic results.
It is a non-trivial fact [2] that there is a uniform first-order definition (in L) of
the valuation rings Op as p varies. Indeed there is a uniform first-order definition of
the unit balls of the Qp and R, say by a formula UnitBall(x). Now consider inside
any element of P(C0,B) the definable subset given by Fin([[¬UnitBall(w)]]). This
is the set of all f in the product which take values in the unit ball at all but
finitely many i ∈ I. In the case above this is a subring. In the special case of the
product (
∏
pQp) × R this is the ring AQ of adeles over Q, a special case of the
restricted product. Note that the decidability for P(C0,B) has no implications for
the decidability of the individual adele ring AQ. However, the proof of Theorem
5.6 in [6] (stated above in Item 12) shows much more than the statement says.
The proof works locally, that is when there is just one family (Mi)i∈I and a B
and gives a quantifier elimination in the language of generalized products LBoole+.
Combined with the work of Ax [1] and Ax-Kochen this is enough to give
Theorem 3.1. The theory of AQ is decidable.
Proof. See [3] for details. 
How to handle AK for K an arbitrary number field? The index set is now
finitely branching over Primes ∪ {∞}. Aside from the real and complex factors,
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the product involves KPi which contains Qp, where Pi is over p (of which there are
finitely many for each p), and one has to figure out KPi in terms of the residue field
degree fi and ramification ei. For this we appeal to the basic work of Kummer.
Pick α an algebraic integer, so that K = Q(α). Let f(x) be the monic minimal
polynomial of α over Q. Then f ∈ Z[x].
Now fix a prime p in Z. Then p lifts to finitely many primes P1, . . . ,Pg in OK ,
and
pOK = P
e1
1 . . .P
eg
g
(usual prime decomposition). We put e(Pi/p) = ei, and call it the ramification
index of Pi over p. Also, OK/Pi is a finite extension of Fp of dimension f(Pi/p)
over Fp. The number fi is the residue degree of Pi over p In fact, if KPi is the
completion of K at Pi, then Qp ⊆ KPi, as valued fields (both Henselian) and ei
and fi are respectively the usual remification index and residue field degree.
Finally, ∑
i
eifi = [K : Q].
If [K : Q] is given this already provides crude bounds for the ei and fi (i.e.
ei, fi ≤ [K : Q]). The prime p is unramified if ei = 1 for all i, and otherwise
ramified.
An important point is that if p does not divide NK/Q(f
′(α)) then one has another
way (uniform in p) for seeing the decomposition. It turns out that the above
condition defines being ramified.
Theorem 3.2. For unramified p the decomposition of pOK (up to order) is ob-
tained as follows. Suppose
f(x) =
n∏
i=1
gi(x)
e1 mod pOK [x]
where ei ≥ 1 and the gi are monic over Z such that their reductions modulo p are
irreducible and distinct. Then Pi = pOK + gi(α)OK is a maximal ideal of OK , for
each i, and pOK = P
e1
1 . . .P
eg
g .
3.3. Our analysis of decidability will be intertwined with our analysis of ax-
ioms for adele rings. The analysis of definability in [3],[4] works uniformly. We
study the adele rings AK as special cases of the restricted direct products of cer-
tain Henselian valued fields with respect to a uniform definition of their valuation
rings. We interpret (uniformly for C, B as spelled out earlier) the whole formalism
ring-theoretically. The index set I of absolute values of K is coded as the Boolean
algebra of minimal idempotents, and the ”stalks” are R/(1 − e)R, which are as-
sumed to be models of the theory of an appropriate class C of Henselian valued
fields. Note that if C consists of the Qp and R and I is an infinite set, and R is the
restricted direct product (with respect to O as usual), and Li are chosen from C,
there will be many different elementary theories of restricted products. One way
to get alternatives is to have more than idempotent e where R/(1−e)R has residue
characteristic pe. Another is to have no e with having residue characteristic p.
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For AQ there is exactly one stalk of residue characteristic p, with p unramified,
and with residue field Fp, and one stalk that is R. These are elementary conditions.
Lemma 3.1. If K is a number field that is not Q, there is no stalk with residue
field Fp which is the unique stalk of residue characteristic p, and p is unramified.
Proof. Fix K and such a p. Use α ∈ OK with K = Q(α), and as before let f
be minimal (monic and over Z) polynomial of α over O. Let n = [K : Q]. Let
P1, . . . ,Pg be the pries of OK above p. Let ei, fi br the usual ramification index
and residue degree. Since p is unramified, all ei are 1, so
n =
g∑
i=1
fi.
Bur if n > 1, then either g > 1 or g = 1 and fi > 1 for some i. 
Corollary 3.1. If K 6= Q, then AQ and AK are not elementarily equivalent.
Proof. Choose p unramified in K and use Lemma 3.1. 
3.4. This suggests a number of questions:
(A) How are the AK divided into elementary equivalence classes?
(B) To AK we attach the set {p, e1, . . . , eg, f1 . . . , fg} as above, together with
(i) number of real valuations
(ii) number of complex valuations.
Does this process give a complete set of elementary invariants of AK?
(C) What are the constraints on the above conjectural invariants?
These will be addressed in the rest of the paper. We point out now that if has
been known for some time that AK1
∼= AK2 does not imply K1 ∼= K2. We will
consider what happens when we replace ∼= by ≡.
3.5. Let R be any restricted direct product of finite extensions of the Qp, as
well as R and C, with respect to the (uniformly definable) unit balls. We analyze
R ring-theoretically using the apparatus of the Boolean algeba of idempotent (as
in [3]). Thus the minimal idempotents e have attached ”stalks” R/(1− e), which
come from the collection of Henselian fields abbove, and R and C.
For each prime p (in Z) we let Rp be {e : R/(1−e) has residue characteristic p}.
Now we have in adele rings a uniform definition of finite idempotents (see [3]), and
in any AK the set Rp is finite.
Moreover, for each AK the earlier work with ei, fi gives a bound, independent
of p, for card(Rp). One bound is [K;Q] and the issue immediately arises of
interpreting [K;Q] in AK . Of course, by decidability of AQ one can certainly not
interpret Q (diagonally embedded) in AQ (and same for an algebraic number field
K using work of Julia Robinson [12] showing undecidability of OK .
Let R = AK . How do we detect [K;Q] inside R? We use the concept p splits
completely in K meaning that p is unramified and all fi are 1.
For such p, all Pi have residue field Fp (i.e. by the Kummer argument, f splits
completely in Fp). Now consider L ⊇ K, the normal closure ofK. By Chebotarev’s
density Theorem infinitely many p split completely in L (much more is true and we
will use that later). Let g ∈ Z[x] be the minimum polynomial for some β ∈ OL,
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L = O(β). Chose p splitting completely. Then g factors completely in Fp. It
follows that each fi is 1. Thus p splits completely in K Thus g = n = [K : Q]
(pOK =
∏
i P
ei
i as usual).
So we define [K : Q] by taking any p splitting completely, and then n is the
number of minimal idempotents e with R/(1−e)R having all residue fields Fp and
v(p) = 1.
So the definition works for all but finitely many p.
Corollary 3.2. AK1 ≡ AK2 implies that [K1 : Q] = [K2 : Q].
Proof. Done 
Of course the converse fails, e.g. for K1 = Q(
√
2), K2 = Q(
√
3) since
√
2 /∈
Q(
√
3).
3.6. Decomposition Patterns. Here we follow Perlis [11]. p is not assumed
unramified in K. The splitting type of p in K is a sequence Σp,K = (f1, . . . , fg),
where f1 ≤ · · · ≤ fg, so that pOK = P1 . . .Pg (P’s distinct) and fj is the residue
degree of Pj. Note that there can be repetitions. Note that the ei are not there.
Clearly if AK ≡ AL, then for each p, Σp,K1 = Σp,K2 (cf. previous discussion).
Define, for a splitting type A,
PK(A) = {p : Σp,K = A}.
Clearly since
∑
j fj ≤ [K : Q], we have PK(A) = ∅ for all but finitely many A.
Now Perlis’ splended Theorem 1 in [11] gives immediately
Theorem 3.3. If K1 and K2 are arithmetically equivalent, then
• ζK1(s) = ζK2(s),
• K1 and K2 have the same discriminant,
• K1 and K2 have the same discriminant,
• K1 and K2 have the same number of real (resp. complex) absolte values,
• K1 and K2 have the same normal closure,
• The unit groups of K1 and K2.
Proof. Immediate by Perlis’ result [11, Theorem 1,pp. 345] since PK1(A) = PK2(A)
for all A. 
Corollary 3.3. For any given number field K, there are only finitely many number
fields L such that are K and L have elementarily equivalent adele rings, more
generally, finitely many L which are arithmetically equivalent to K.
Proof. Use Theorem 3.3 (ii) and Hermite’s Theorem. 
Note: It may seem strange that the ei are not used. The same is true in Perlis
[11] up to the proof of his Theorem 1. But in fact the ei are at most log2[K : Q],
and we also know discriminant, so we have the ramified primes. But it can happen
that the ramification degrees may not match up for arithmetically equivalent (i.e.
same zeta) K1 and K2.
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3.7. Elementary equivalence and isomorphism of adele rings. In this section
we show that elementary equivalence of adele rings implies isomorphism. Given a
number field K, denote the set of its non-archimedean valuations by V fK .
Proposition 3.1. Let K and L be number fields. The following are equivalent.
• K and L are arithmetically equivalent, i.e. for all but finitely many p, the
decomposition types of p in K and L coincide.
• K and L have the same zeta function.
• There is a bijection φ : V fK → V fL such that the local fields Kp and Lφ(p)
are isomorphic for all but finitely many primes p ∈ V fK.
Proof. These follows from III.1 and VI.2 in the book [9]. 
The crucial tool used in the proof is the following result of K. Iwasawa.
Theorem 3.4. AK and AL are isomorphic if and only there there is a bijection
φ : V fK → V fL such that the local fields Kp and Lφ(p) are isomorphic for all primes
p ∈ V fK if and only if the finite adeles AfinK and AfinL are isomorphic.
Proof. This is proved in [8] on pages 331-356. 
We note that isomorphism of K and L implies that of AK and AL which inturn
implies ζK = ζL. In general, these implications can not be reversed, but they can
be if L or K is Galois over Q.
We shall also need the following.
Proposition 3.2. Let K and L be finite extensions of Qp. Suppse K has ramifi-
cation index e and residue degree f . Suppose that s > (p/p− 1 + vp(e)e). Then if
OK/pi
sOK and OL/pi
sOL are isomorphic, then K and L are isomorphic.
Proof. This is Proposition 2.1(iii) on page 17 in [7]. 
Now we can prove the theorem on isomorphism of adele rings.
Theorem 3.5. Let K an L be number fields. If AK and AL are elementarily
equivalent, then they are isomorphic.
Proof. Suppose that AK and AL are elementarily equivalent. Then for almost all
p, the decomposition types of p in K and L are the same, and ζK(s) = ζL(s) for
all s. By Proposition 3.1, there is a bijection φ : V fK → V fL such that the local
fields Kp and Lφ(p) are isomorphic for all but finitely many primes p ∈ V fK . Let
S := {p1, . . . , pt} denote the set of primes such that for all p outside S there is an
isomorphism of completions.
By Theorem 3.4 it suffices to prove that there is a bijection φ : V fK → V fL such
that the local fields Kp and Lφ(p) are isomorphic for all primes p ∈ V fK .
We know that there is an isomorphism for the primes p outside S. So it suffices
to prove that there is a bijection defined on primes from S
p→ ψ(p)
such that the corresponding completions Kp and Lψ(p) are isomorphic.
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We consider the (rational) primes Ω := {p1, . . . , pl} such that the primes in S
lie over some pj ∈ Ω, j ≤ l, and the corresponding p-adic fields Qp1 , . . . ,Qpl.
For any p ∈ S, consider the completion Kp. Let e and f denote its ramification
index and residue degree respectively. For any finite extension F of Qp for any p,
by the uniform definition of the valuation ring in [2] the valuation ring, its maximal
ideal, and its uniformizer are defined independently of the field by a first-order
formula. Therefore OF/pi
s
OF can be expressed independently of the field F for
any s, and finite extension F of Qp for any p.
On the other hand by finiteness, we can write down a sentence in the language
of rings which characterizes the finite ring OKp/pi
sOKp up to isomorphism, for each
of the primes p from S, and each s. Denote this sentence by Φ(s, p).
Now consider the sentence ”for all idempotents e with stalk eAK of residue
characteristic p among the primes in Ω, for some p, Φ(s, p) holds in O/pisO, where
O and pi denote the sets defined by the formulas defining these sets uniformly for
all local fields, and s satisfies s > (p/p− 1 + vp(e)e).
Since AK and AL are elementarily equivalent, this sentence holds in AL. This
means that for each completion Lp of residue characterisic p, the ring
OLp/pi
s
OLp
is isomorphic to the ring
OK
p′
/pisOK
p′
,
for some p′ lying over p, where p is from Ω.
Since there is a bijection between the primes in L and those of K, we deduce
by Proposition 0.3 that any completion Lp is isomorphic to a completion Kp′ for
some prime p′ and vice versa. In other words, there is a bijection defined on the
primes in S inducing an isomorphism on completions. The proof is complete. 
3.8. Decidability of AK. We have a direct product decomposition
AK =
∏
v Archimidean
Kv × AfinK .
By Feferman-Vaught [6], it suffices to show that AfinK =
∏
V fin
K
Kv is decidable.
We have only to show that the theory of the class of all OP is decidable. Now we
separate off the finitely many ramified p and the finitely many ramified OP ”above
them”. Again make product decomposition, and note the OP just mentioned are
all finitely ramified. By [] they and their product are decidable. Now we turn our
attention to the complementary product of the unramified OP. It suffices to prove
this is decidable. Now given K, there are only finitely many non-empty splitting
types A. Again factorize into various
∏
PK(A)
.... To show these are decidable again
by factorizing by inertia, we reduce to the problem of decidability, for fixed f , of∏
PK(a), dimension f unramified extensions of Qp.
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